
Seña 2018
top score for a chilean wine by robert parker

With outstanding 98 points, the new release of Seña, vintage 2018, was awarded with the highest 
recognition by Luis Gutiérrez, wine critic for Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate, in his recent report 

“Argentina & Chile: Wines O�ered in Bordeaux and Some More.”

Robert Parker described the 2018 vintage of Seña 
as: “�is is a very elegant vintage of Seña, a year 
with a slow ripening so that the grapes achieved 
very good ripeness and full development of aromas 
and �avors, making the wine nuanced and 
complex, with depth but also freshness and 
�nesse—�oral and expressive. �e tannins 
are very �ne, polished and elegant, and the 
wine is long and complex, mixing the best 
of 2015 and 2016, coming through as a 
very complete year. It’s still a little young 
and should develop nicely in bottle; it’s 
approachable now, but if you can hold it a 
little bit more, it should be even better. 
�is has to be the �nest vintage of Seña 
to date.”

�is magni�cent recognition adds to the 
previous outstanding scores given by other 
renowned wine critics, which con�rm the 
extraordinary quality of 2018 vintage, 
widely considered as a textbook vintage in 
Chile, with a unique harmony all across 
the season delivering wines of exceptional 
purity and elegance. 

Seña 2018 will be released worldwide 
on September 3rd, through La Place 
de Bordeaux. 

“�is is a very thoughtful Seña that shows unique 
aromas of warm earth, mushrooms and conifer, 
turning to dark berries and black olives. �e palate 
is more glamorous with ultra-�ne tannins that 

envelop your palate. Shows power and vibrancy at 
the end. Toned muscles. It’s a very intellectual 

wine that harkens back to the 2015.”

98 points by Markus del Monego MW 
for Tastingbook: “On the palate elegance 
and freshness, �ne acidity, ripe and almost 
sweet tannins, wonderful tension with 
great balance. �e �ne, almost crisp 
acidity tames the opulent mouthfeel, 
binds in the alcohol and contributes to a 
wine of great depth and length.”

Eduardo Chadwick, owner of Seña, 
commented: “Seña 2018 is a captivating 
wine that accomplishes a unique balance 
between concentration and �nesse, 
faithfully representing our exceptional 
terroir in the Aconcagua Valley. I believe 
this is one of the greatest vintages we have 
ever cra�ed in Seña’s history. �ese 
outstanding recognitions are a great 
acknowledgement for our team in our 
quest to consolidate Seña among the 
world’s First Growths.”
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